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Lifetime of the metastable 'P, anti 'Pe states of rare-gas atoms*
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The lifetimes of the 'P, states of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are calculated by considering the spin-depen-
dent magnetic-quadrupole (SM2) radiative transition to the 'So state as the decay mechanism. By ex-

pressing the SM2 operator as a contraction of the spin magnetic dipole and the electric dipole, the
lifetime of the 'P, state can be expressed very simply in terms of that of the 'P, state. With the
known lifetimes of the 'P, state, the calculated lifetimes of the 'P, states are 24.4, 55.9, 85.1, and
149.5 sec, respectively, for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The lifetime of the 'Po state is calculated by con-
sidering both the magnetic-dipole (M1) transition to P, and the electric-quadrupole (Z2) transition
to 'P, as the decay mechanism. The calculated lifetimes are 430, 44,9, 0,488, and 0,078 sec, respec-

tively, for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. These calculated lifetimes are above the lower limits of the experi-

mental lifetimes measured by Van Dyck, Johnson, and Shugart.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 'S, grou'nd state of rare-gas atoms —Ne, Ar,
Kr, and Xe—has a closed-shell configuration (nP)'.
When one of the (nP) electrons is excited into (n's)
we have both the 'P and the 'P states. This ex-
cited-state configuration (nP)'(n's) is similar to
the configuration (nP)(n's) of two electrons. Here
we have a (nP) hole instead of a (nP) electron, and
the three 'P~ states are inverted with 'Pp lying on
the top and 'P, at the bottom (see Fig. l). Among
the triplet states Py mixes with 'Py state through
spin-orbit coupling and hence decays to the 'S,
ground state via electric-dipole (El) transition.
However, both 'P, and 'Pp cannot similarly decay
to the lower states via allowed electric-dipole
transition, and they are metastable states. The
Pp state can de cay e ithe r to the 'P, state th rough

magnetic-dipole (Ml) radiative transition or to the
'P, state through electric-quadrupole (E2) radia-
tive transition. The 'P, state can decay only by
spin-dependent magnetic-quadrupole (SM2) ra, dia-
tion to the 'Sp ground state. This SM2 radiative
interaction is a spin-dependent tensor operator of
the second rank which connects states of opposite
parity and differing by AS =1 and AJ =2. Mizushi-
ma' has considered SM2 mechanism for the 'Z„'
—'Z,' transition of H, . SM2 has also been consid-
ered by Mizushima' and Garstang' as the decay
mechanism in calculating the lifetimes of the 'P,
states of heliumlike ions which are of astrophys-
ical significance. Lifetimes of these ions are of
the order of 10 ' sec, which can be measured by
the time-of-flight technique. ' However, the life-
times of the 'P, and 'P, metastable states of Ne,
Ar, Kr, and Xe are of the order of seconds or
longer, and they cannot be easily measured by the
time-of-flight technique. Recent lifetime measure-
ments by Van Dyck, Johnson, and Shugart' can only

set a lower limit for the composite lifetimes of the
Pg and Pp state s of Ne, A r, and Kr. It is the re-

fore very useful and interesting to calculate these
lifetimes and to compare them with the experimen-
tal lower limits.

In this work we calculate the lifetimes of the 'P,
states of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe by considering the
spin-dependent ma, gnetic quadrupole (SM2) radia-
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FIG. 1. Schematic energy-level diagram for the rare-
gas atoms, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The 3PO state can de-
cay to either the 3P& state by magnetic-dipole (iVl1)

radiative transition or to the P2 state by electric-quad-
rupole (E 2) radiative transition. The ~P'2 state can decay
only by spin-dependent magnetic-quadrupole (SM 2) ra-
diation to the So ground state. The 3P& state can either
(by mixing with the P& state) decay to the So ground
state via electric-dipole transition or reach the So
state through a much slower spin-dependent electric-
dipole (SE 1) transition.
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tive transition as the decay mechanism. The SM2
operator is expressed as a contraction of two first-
rank tensor operators, i.e. , electric-dipole and
spin-magnetic dipole. After evaluating the spin-
dependent part, the total transition probability
from 'P, to 'S, is expressed in terms of electric-
dipole transition moments. To evaluate these tran-
sition dipole moments, one needs the accurate or-
bital wave functions both for the 'P and the 'S
states. However, if one assumes that the 'P and
the 'P states are constructed out of the same sin-
gle-electron orbitals, u„~ and v„, (but of opposite
permutational symmetry with respect to inter-
changing two electrons), the transition dipole mo-
ment for 'P- 'S transition can be expressed in
terms of the same single-electron transition di-
pole moment as that for 'P- 'S transition. Conse-
quently, the lifetime of the 'P, state can be ex-
pressed in terms of the lifetime of the 'P, state
which can be measured experimentally. The cal-
culations and the numerical values of the 'P, state
lifetimes will be presented in Sec. III. Stedman
and Setser' have also calculated the lifetime of the
'P, state of rare-gas atoms by following Gar-
stang's formulation'" on SM2 transitions. How-
ever their values are smaller and differ from the
present work by almost an order of magnitude.
Finally in Sec. IV, the lifetimes of the 'P, state
will be calculated by considering both the magnet-
ic-dipole radiation and the electric-quadrupole
radiation as the decay mechanism. However the
magnetic-dipole radiative transition will be the
dominant process for the decay of Pp.

t» = p p,"~f&~ » I (»» I
»»(» «)

I
» i &

I

' (2.1)

where q =+1 are the transverse polarizations. The
radiative interaction Hamiltonian H(r, X) above op-
erates on the atomic system only, it is a, sum of
H„(r, X) (which is the spin-independent interaction)
and H, (r, X) (which is the spin-dependent interac-
tion) and they are given by

H„(r, X) = — g [A„*(r&)~ P&+P& Az(r&)] (2.2)

II. MULTIPOLE OPERATORS FOR RADIATIVE

TRANSITIONS

In this section we will express all the multipole
operators for different radiative transitions as a
tensor operator. The matrix elements of these
operators can therefore be easily evaluated by us-
ing Racah's algebra. The total transition probabil-
ity per unit time from an initial state +, which is
excited to all the final states 4f via radiative tran-
sitions (by emitting a photon X of energy hex&) is
given by

- P

and

H, (r, X) = - P 2h.S, V x A„"(r,) (2.3)

where e and m are respectively the electronic
charge and mass, c is the velocity of light, P&

and 8& are the linear momentum and the spin of
electron j, respectively. By Taylor's expansion
of the vector potential,

A~ (r~) = e,e ""' "&, (2.4)

H, (E1)= i~~e-g g D' (R)r, C'(B~, (t(~), (2.5)

eK
H, (E2) = g g D'„,(R)r~C'„(B„$~), (2.6)

H, (M1) =-z„qp, e g gD' (R)L (j).
j m

(2.7)

In the above equations, p, e = eh'/2mc is the Bohr
magneton, C' (B&, P&) is the normalized spherical
harmonics of electron j referring to the space-
fixed coordinates, and D', (R) is the rotation ma-
trix element where R (=—o.Py) are the Euler angles
of rotation taking space-fixed z axis (quantization
axis) into the direction of Tc„Similarly. , the spin-
dependent Hamiltonian H, (r, A. ) is a sum of

H, (sE1) =W2iI('&u, g g D,(R)T'(j), (2 8)

which is the spin-dependent electric-dipole inter-
action, and which can cause radiative transition
between the pure L-S coupled state 'P, and state
'S„and

H, (SM2) = —~2iq+& u, g g D', (R)T' (j ) (2.9)
m

is the spin-dependent magnetic-quadrupole inter-
action which induces radiative transitions between
'P, and 'S, . The spin-dependent tensor T (j), ap-
pearing both in (2.8) and (2.9), is shown in the fol-
lowing as a contraction of two first-rank tensors,
namely electric-dipole and spin-magnetic dipole,

T' (j ) = p C(ill;m —v, v, m)r~C' „(B&,(t(&)S, (j).
(2.10)

one obtains the multipole expansion of H(r, X)," "
The leading terms of the spin-independent inter-
action H„(r, A.) are H, (E1) (the electric-dipole inter-
action), H, (E2) (the electric-quadrupole interac-
tion), and H, (M1) (the magnetic-dipole interac-
tion), and they are expressed as the tensor opera-
tors in the following:
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After evaluating the spin-dependent part, the ma-
trix element of the operator T' (j) over the initial
and the final states will be reduced into the matrix
elements of the electric-dipole operator. This will
be illustrated in the next section where we calcu-
late the lifetime of the 'P, state.

where T'(j) is given by (2.10) and the summation
over the final states f means summing over the
magnetic sublevels M~. Since it can be easily
shown that

III. LIFETIME OF THE P2 STATE

The 'P, state can decay only via spin-dependent
magnetic-quadrupole radiative transition to the
'Sp ground state. Based on this decay mechanism,
we substitute (2.9) into (2.1) and perform the inte-
gration over the solid angle dQ& by applying the
following orthonormal relation":

D'.",(npr)D". ...(~py) n„=
(3.1)

The transition probability from 'P, to 'S, now be-
comes

w('p, —'s, )

2 5 2

e('s, ) P T'.(j) e('P, )

(3.2)

=,~„(~'ll g T'(j) ll~)

(3.3)

the transition probability W('P2- 'S5) is as expect-
ed independent of the magnetic quantum number M~
of the initial 'P, state. We may now evaluate (3.2)
for any given value of M~, e.g. , M~ =2.

Representing the 'P, state by the following pure
I.-S coupled wave function:

= Q C(LSJ;MJ. j M~ —M~j Mq)C)~ jj y2 u
Ng

(3.4)

(where J=2, L =S= 1, and choosing Mz =2) and by
(2.10), the summation on the right-hand side of
(3.2) now becomes

'1'
(j('s) p j'(j) e('j', ) =—g('s„j.=Dill~(j)Ill'j', j-=j)(s=olls(j)lls=j)

m /=1
(3.6)

C ('S) =u„,(1)u„,(2), (3.6)

where the reduced matrix elements for electron
spin" can be readily evaluated as follows:

(s=olls(2) lls=l) =-(s=olls(1) Ils=» =~3/2.

(3.6)

By using the following single-configuration orbital
wave functions:

C(2P) =(1/&2)[u„2(1)v„.,(2) —u„~(2)v„.,(1)j (3.7)

moment as follows:

W( P, - 'S,) =( 4/~ f)
f'j(O'I ( .u jl)z lv. .) I', (3 1o)

and the lifetime of the 'P, state, v ('P, ) =W ', is
just the reciprocal of the above expression.

We now express the transition probability
W('P, - 'S5) from 'P, to 'S, also in terms of the

same single-electron transition dipole matrix ele-
ments. Since 'P, can mix with 'P, through the spin-
orbit interaction, +('P, ) is therefore written as a
linear combination of the pure I.-S coupled wave
functions +5('P, ) and %5(5P,) as follows:

we therefore have

( s, L =0II&(2) II
P L =1)=-('s, I.=oII&(1) II'P, L =1)

= (3/2)"'(u., I
z I v. ,),

(3.9)

and

@('P,) = co so @'('P,) + sin 9 @0('P,)

@(2P,) =-sin80'('P, ) +cosg@(5P,),

(3.11a,)

(3.11b)

where (u„5 I z
I v„.,) is the single-electron transition

dipole moment. Substituting (3.6) and (3.9) into
(3.5), which is then substituted into (3.2), the tran-
sition probability from 'P, to 'Sp ls now expressed
in terms of the single-electron transition dipole

where the normalized coupling constants cosg and
sing will later be calculated from the spin-orbit
interactions for atoms Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The
transition probability from 'P, to '$, now takes
the following expression:
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W('P, - 'S,) = P g '
~

I
[cos8(e'('S, ) IH, (E» I

e'('P, )) + sm8(y'('S, ) IH, (SE1) I
e'('P, )})I',

e f
(3.12)

7'( P, ) W('P, —'S ) 5(X )'e
7'('P, ) W( P -'S ) 6(X,) m p

(3.15)

where X=2m/v. The subscripts 1 and 3 correspond
to the transitions 'P, - 'S, and P2 Sp respective-
ly. Knowing 7 ('P, ) and cos'8, the lifetime of the
'P, state, w('P, ), is readily obtained.

We will now calculate the spin-orbit coupling

where H, (E1) and H, (SE1) are given by (2.5) and

(2.8), respectively. Since the transition rate for
SE1 process is much smaller (almost a factor of
10 "times smaller) than that of El process, the
second term (SE1 term) in (3.12) can be neglected.
Following the same procedure presented previous-
ly for the 'P, -'Sp transition, and assuming" that
the orbital wave function of the 'P, state,

C ('P, ) = (1/v 2)[u„~(1)v„,(2) +u„~(2)v„,(1)]

(3.13)

is composed of the same single-electron orbitals
(u„~ and v„,,) as that for @('P,) given in (3.7), we

have

W ('P, —'S, ) = (8z'e'/'3@)
I (u ~ I z I v„,) I

' cos'8.

(3.14)

The transition probability W('P, - 'S,) is therefore
expressed in terms of the same single-electron
transition dipole matrix element as that for
W('P, - 'Sc). Notice the s here in (3.14) corre-
sponds to the energy of transition between 'P, and
'S„whereas the y appearing previously in (3.10)
corresponds to the energy of the transition between
'P, and 'S,. Combining (3.10) and (3.14) we obtain
the following simple expression for the lifetime
ratio of r('P, ) to that of T('P, ):

coefficient cos8. The spin-orbit interaction 8„
is given as follows:

H„=g g(r,.)1,, S, , (3.16)

where

I' 1 d V(r, ) (3.17)

E('Pg) =Fo+ 'kp+[(-G& —4(p)'+sip]"',
E('P, ) =F, —G, +)~,
E('P, ) =F.+-.'&, —[(G, ——.'5,)'+-'&', ] '",
E( P ) =F0 —G, —2)~,

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

where F, =F,(nP, n's) and G, =G,(nP, n's) are, re-
spectively, the Coulomb and the exchange inte-
grals of the operator e'/r». The coupling coeffi-
cients cos8 and sin8 as defined in (3.11) now have
the following values:

cos8=(1+y ) '~, sin8=y(1+y )

where

(,/v 2

(G, ——.'~, ) + [(G, ——,'~,)'+ ~,'/2] ""

(3.22)

$~ =(u„~ I g(r) Iu„~) is the spin-orbit coupling con-
stant. " By (3.18)-(3.21), (~ and G, can be evalu-
ated from the measured energy separations. "
With these values for $~ and G„we have calculat-

is expressed in terms of the central-field poten-
tial energy V(r, ) Co. nsidering H„(Ref. 18) and
the electrostatic repulsion e'/r» as the perturba-
tions for a two-electron system, the solution of
the secular determinant gives the following energy
values:

TABLE I. Lifetimes of the P
&

and the 3Pp states of rare-gas atoms.

Atom cos ~ ' (cm-') '
(X3)

(cm ~)

~(&2)/7'(&$) 7 (P$) 7'(P2) ~p f

(nsec) (sec) (cm ') (sec)

Ne
Ar
Kr
Xe

0.930
0,797
0.486
0.438

13.589x 104

9.540x 10
8.585 x 10
7.719x 10

13.404 x 10
9.314x 10
7.997 x 10
6.707 x 10

1.221x 10'p

2.236x 10"
2.128x 10 p

3.361x 10~p

2.0
2.5
4 0
445

24.4 2 257.9 430
55.9 5045.8 44.9
85.1 26 860 0.488

149.5 51 218 0.0782

cose is the spin-orbit coupling coefficient defined in (3.13) and (3.25).
=(E(P t) @(Sp))&c, (~g) =% PP2) E('& ) /0k&)'. The numerical. v—alues are from

Atomic Energy Levels, Natl. Bur. Std. (U. S.) Circ. No. 467 (U. S. GPO, Washington D. C. ,
1949, 1952, 1958), Vols. 1-3.

Semiempirieak values given in Ref. 20a.
d

Ko,q=Ã PP0) —E(Pq))/fic. The numerical values are t rom the sam'e reference as quoted in
footnote b of this table.
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ed the coupling constant cos0 for Ne, Ar, Kr, and
Xe and they are listed in Table I. Substituting
these values into (3.15), we obtain the ratio of the
lifetime of the 'P, state to that of the 'P, state.
With the known lifetime" of the 'P, state, the life-
time of the 'P, state of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are
readily calculated and they are listed in Table I.
The lifetime of the 'P, state calculated by Stedman
and Setser' are respectively 2.0, 8.0, 13, and 33
sec for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. Although they calcu-
lated these lifetimes by following Qarstang's'
formulation on SM2 transitions, their values dif-
fer' from the present results in Table I by almost
an order of magnitude. This discrepancy is too

large to be accounted for even if they might have
neglected the spin-orbit coupling between 'P, and
1p

IV. LIFETIME OF THE Po STATE

The 'P, state can decay either to the 'P, state
via magnetic dipole transition (Ml} or to the P2
state via electric quadrupole transition (E2). Sub-
stituting (2.6} and (2.7) into (2.1}and after carry
ing out the integration over the solid angle dQ&,
we obtained the total transition probability %' from
the 'P, state to both the 'P, and the 'P, states as
follows:

2
W= 1&+' g g e('P, ) gr'&C'(8„y&) e('P, ) + &&' p, ', g g 4('p, ) g L„(j) 4('p, )

m Ng m

(4.1)

where x, =[E('P ) —E('P, )] /hc and x, = [E( P )
—E('P,)]/I'c. The summation indices M~ and M~
refer to the magnetic sublevels of the final states
'P, and 'P„respectively. The lifetime of the 'P,
state, r('P, ) =W ', is the reciprocal of the total
transition probability given by (4.1).

Both 21('P,) and +('Po) are the pure L Scoup-led
states which can be represented by (3.4). However
+( P,), as given by (3.11}is a linear combination
of the pure L-S coupled states 21 '('P, ) and 4 ('P, ).
Following (3.3), the summation of the first term
(electric quadrupole term) in (4.1) becomes

2 2

(2('P ) priC'(I D, ) Si('P ) =2 1=2, I=S=1 prlC'(S.iDi) J=D, , L=S=l
m

(4.2)

After decomposing" the r(.duced matrix element which is in the coupled (J') representation into that
of the uncoupled representation (LS), (4.2) now reads

2

p g l( )(' =(DIP(1212;12)' (
(D' )P, Ll p r&C ( D )S('1D), PL(

m hl~

(4.3)

where W(abed; ef) is the Racah coefficient. " By the Wigner-Eckart relation" and by using the orbital wave
function given in (3.7) for C ('P), we have

(
2 2

I( P) g r&C'(8&, (t)&) 42('P) =-', i(u„, ir'C', (8„y&) lu„,,) I'
f=1

oo 2

R„,(r)r' dr
0

(4 4)

where R„(r) is the radial part of the orbital wave function u„» and (4.3) now reads

2 I 220 2

Q Q i (~ ~ ~ ) i' = — R'„,(r)r'dr
Pp

m Ng

(4.5)

Similarly, the second summation (magnetic-dipole term) in (4.1) becomes

(4.6)
2

(s('Pl Q L„(I) s('P ) = (1 lDIII )D((1111;c)'lI(PDPI'(L, lr„,)l' = »s» I' .2s'
m N~
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Substituting both (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.1), the total
transition probability from 'P, to both 'P, and 'P,
is given by

0

(4.7)

The radial integral above can be integrated numer-
ically by using the Hartree-Pock wave function of
Knox et al. 2o As expected, the first term in (4.7)
(which is due to electric-quadrupole transition) is
found" to be a factor of 10 ' to 10 ' smaller than
the second term (which is due to magnetic-dipole
transition), we therefore calculated the lifetime of
the 'P, state, w('P, ), by considering the magnetic-
dipole transition only. The values are listed in the
last column of Table I.

In Table I-,---as we run from Ne to Xe, the life-
time" of the 'P, state increases from 24.4 to 149.5
sec while the lifetime of the 'P, state decreases
from 430 to 0.078 sec. Van Dyck, Johnson, and
Shugart' have measured the composite lifetime 7
of the metastable rare-gas atoms, i.e. , the life-
time of composite atoms in both 'P, and 'P, states.
They obtained a lower limit for 7. by beam- of-flight

experiment, and their values are 0.8, 1.3, and 1.0
sec, respectively, for Ne, Ar, and Kr. In the
beam-of-flight experiment, one measure s the ra-
tio of the number of atoms, N, (v)//N;(v)/ passing
through the two separate points a and 5 in the
beam. This ratio is related' to the lifetime by

a( ) ~l 5 -t/r2 1 -t/rpl ~ -t/r+-e g =Ce6 (4.8)

where 7, and 7., are the lifetimes of 'P, and 'P„
respectively, and 7 is the composite lifetime that
has been measured. The numerical factors —,

' and
—,
' are the statistical weighting factors for the states
'P, and 'Pp, respectively, and C is the proportion-
ality constant. When 7, is much larger than 7p as
in the cases for Kr and Xe, the second term (ro
term) can be dropped. The measured composite
lifetime 7. in this case becomes the lifetime of the
'P, state, z, . Although the calculated lifetime of
the 'P, of Kr (possibly also Xe) lies below the mea-
sured lower limit of the composite lifetime 7, there
is no real disagreement between the calculated and
the measured values because the calculated life-
time of the 'P, state is well above the measured
lower limit for Kr.
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lated A. for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, and their values are
practically equal to 1 (within 0.1%). This fact certainly
justifies our approximation that u„& and u'„& are the
same.
(a) J. D. Dow and R. S. Knox, Phys. Rev. 152, 50 (1966)„.
(b) A. Gold and B. S. Knox, ibid. 113, 834 (1959); (c)
B. S. Knox, ibid. 110, 375 (1958).

~The experimental lifetimes of the ~P& state are not
available for all the atoms considered here. The 7'(~P&)
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values used here are the semiempirical values from
Ref. 20.

22Using the wave function in Ref. 18, we have calculated
the radial integral

~
f~"A„&(r)r dr~2 numerically, and it

is 8.50x10, 3.91x10 33, 9.95x10 3, or 2.088x10
cm4, respectively, for Ne, Ar, Kr, or Xe. The ratio
of the first term (electric-quadrupole transition prob-
ability term) in (4.7) to the second term (magnetic-di-
pole transition term) are therefore 0.590x10 5, 5.58
x10 ~, 1.076x10 3, and 5.91x10 3, respectively, for

Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe.
2 The preliminary values of 7 ( P2) were presented at

the Fourth International Conference on Atomic Physics,
Heidelberg, 1974. The values quoted there [see p. 201,
Proceeding s of the Fourth International Conference on
Atomic Physics, Abstracts of Contributed PaPers,
Heidelberg, 1974, edited by J. Kowalski and H. G.
Weber (Heidelberg Univ. Press, 1974)] are in error
by approximately a factor of 10.


